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By means of the Jastrow correlated antisymmetrized geminal power (JAGP) wave function and quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) methods, we study the ground state properties of the oligoacene series, up to the nonacene.
The JAGP is the accurate variational realization of the resonating-valence-bond (RVB) ansatz proposed by
Pauling and Wheland to describe aromatic compounds. We show that the long-ranged RVB correlations built
in the acenes’ ground state are detrimental for the occurrence of open-shell diradical or polyradical instabilities,
previously found by lower-level theories. We substantiate our outcome by a direct comparison with another
wave function, tailored to be an open-shell singlet (OSS) for long-enough acenes. By comparing on the same
footing the RVB and OSS wave functions, both optimized at a variational QMC level, and further projected
by the lattice regularized diffusion Monte Carlo (LRDMC) method, we prove that the RVB wave function has
always a lower variational energy and better nodes than the OSS, for all molecular species considered in this
work. The entangled multi-reference RVB state acts against the electron edge localization implied by the OSS
wave function, and weakens the diradical tendency for higher oligoacenes. These properties are reflected by
several descriptors, including wave function parameters, bond length alternation, aromatic indices, and spin-
spin correlation functions. In this context, we propose a new aromatic index estimator suitable for geminal
wave functions. For the largest acenes taken into account, the long-range decay of the charge-charge correlation
functions is compatible with a quasi-metallic behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Zig-zag graphene nanoribbons have attracted a great deal
of interest for the possibility of building ribbon-based spin-
tronic devices. Indeed, quite recent band structure calcula-
tions found edge states located at the Fermi level1. In spin-
symmetry broken DFT solutions, a gap opens and the zig-
zag edges become spin polarized and antiferromagnetically
ordered. According to ab initio calculations2, the application
of an in-plane electric field perpendicular to the graphene rib-
bon could lead to a half-metal, where only one spin species
carries electric current. So far, this proposal still awaits ex-
perimental confirmation. The main bottleneck is the synthesis
of such systems, due to the extreme reactivity of their zig-zag
edges that makes them unstable, also from a thermodynamical
point of view3. However, significant progress has been made
in the last couple of years towards their generation, through
controlled chemical reaction cascades4, and properly chosen
molecular precursors5.
Polyacenes are the narrowest zig-zag graphene nanorib-
bons. In this work, we will study their finite-length ver-
sion, i.e. the oligoacenes. We will take into account various
sizes, going from the anthracene (3 fused benzene rings) to
the nonacene (9 rings). While sharing some important simi-
larities with their infinite size counterpart, they offer several
advantages. The most important one is that they exist in na-
ture in stable forms, although their stability decreases rapidly
with their length. Despite this fact, synthesis of oligoacenes
with up to 9 rings has been reported. Seven, eight, and nine
fused rings6,7 are created in inert matrices8, which protect and
stabilize them. Thus, a direct comparison between some the-
oretical and experimental properties can be made up to the
nonacene.
The second reason to study the oligoacenes is that their fi-
nite size is small enough to attempt the solution of their elec-
tronic structure by high-level theory methods9–17, including
quantum Monte Carlo. Looking for their ground state (GS)
is a challenging task, and applying advanced but more expen-
sive numerical methods is necessary, because these systems
belong - with no doubts - to the strongly correlated family.
Indeed, the gap between their highest occupied molecular or-
bital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied one (LUMO) closes
as a function of the polymer length. Moreover, the density of
states around the HOMO-LUMO gap gets higher and higher
as the length increases. Therefore, static correlation effects
become relevant already at moderate length. On top of that,
charge and spin fluctuations play a crucial role, because the
low-energy physics is driven by pi orbitals accommodating
one electron per carbon site, arranged in the sp2 (σ ) network.
This half-filled situation is the most correlated one. It can
be modeled in the framework of the resonating-valence-bond
(RVB) theory, where the ground state is a linear combination
of an exponentially growing number of configurations, made
by all possible singlet bonds connecting two carbon sites, and
by avoiding double occupancy on pz orbitals. Clar’s theory
for benzenoid rings18, widely applied to polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), is the chemical graph theory analogue
of the RVB ansatz19.
Last but not least, oligoacenes have been proposed as fun-
damental bricks of organic electronics20–22, in a large vari-
ety of possible applications23–25. One of the latest proposals,
which stimulated a great amount of research on their GS and
excited states properties, is the possibility of using them as
organic photovoltaics. They would possess enhanced power-
conversion efficiency thanks to the excited-state singlet fission
into a couple of more stable triplet energy levels, without fluo-
rescence decay26,27. Therefore, oligoacenes are promising for
near-future technological applications.
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2While there is an agreement on the closed-shell singlet
(CSS) character of the smallest molecules GS (anthracene,
tetracene, and pentacene), in literature there is no clear con-
sensus on longer n-acenes, yet. Their GS nature has been
highly debated along the years. A spin triplet instability
has been first proposed for n > 8, based on spectroscopical
and theoretical data28,29, the rationale behind this being the
tiny HOMO-LUMO gap. Later, unrestricted B3LYP calcu-
lations yielded an open-shell singlet GS solution30, starting
from n = 6. This state is diradical, namely it has two singly
occupied molecular orbitals, each one localized on one of the
two long edges. As the GS is singlet, each side is spin polar-
ized with opposite spin orientation per side. These electronic
properties can be related to the antiferromagnetism found in
wider zig-zag graphene nanoribbons. Bendikov and cowork-
ers associated their diradical character with low chemical
stability30,31. This proposal triggered a significant amount of
theoretical9–17,32–35 and experimental studies4,6–8,36,37, aiming
at validating the open-shell singlet (OSS) nature of the large
acenes GS. The challenge is to capture the behavior of the
GS as a function of the oligoacene length, being the elec-
tronic correlation stronger and stronger as the size increases.
OSS has been found by spin-polarized GGA32, and by DMRG
(CASCI) calculations in a STO-3G basis set9, where the pi
electrons are explicitly correlated. The latter two studies
claimed that higher acenes are polyradical. Indeed, they found
that there is more than one spin accumulating on each side,
and the corresponding natural orbital occupations turn out to
be fractional not only for the highest occupied natural orbital
(HONO) and the lowest unoccupied one (LUNO), but also
for those lying just below, or just above, their actual occu-
pation being related to the size of the molecule. While the
CASCI is potentially more accurate than the B3LYP and GGA
functionals, it suffers however for its high computational cost
and is limited to small basis sets. Very recent CASSCF16 and
particle-particle RPA14 calculations gave the same qualitative
answer, however they significantly reduced the impact of di-
radicality or polyradicality for small molecules, and pushed
the CSS-to-OSS crossover to larger acenes. These latest stud-
ies suggest that one can start talking about diradicality only
after 10 fused rings, while from n = 6 to n = 9 the natural
orbital occupations depart significantly from the CSS. Obvi-
ous limits of these calculations are the size of the active space
for CASSCF, and the quality of the particle-particle RPA ap-
proximation. In contrast to these results, very accurate single-
reference coupled cluster (CC) calculations performed with
focal point analysis, namely with extrapolation in both the-
ory and basis set, give a robust closed-shell singlet as the
true ground state, at least up to the undecacene (n = 11)34.
However, this approach could miss important static correla-
tion, because it neglects multi-reference states, although the
T1 single-excitation diagnostic is in its favor. More recent
multi-reference CC calculations at average quadratic level of
theory (MR-AQCC) highlighted that one should take into ac-
count not only the T1, but also the D2 double-excitation diag-
nostic, which instead suggests a breakdown of the acceptable
single-reference threshold, for large enough acenes11. On the
other hand, the inclusion of dynamic correlations in the σ -pi
excitation channels have shown to drastically reduce the di-
radical character at the CAS valence bond (CASVB) level17.
Given the very controversial nature of such an important
class of systems, which might be relevant for spintronic, elec-
tronic and photonic applications at both molecular and solid
state levels, it is highly desirable to have an alternative ap-
proach to settle the problem of their ground state character-
ization. We are going to use quantum Monte Carlo meth-
ods, which are very accurate in this situation. Indeed, we
will use the Jastrow correlated antisymmetric geminal power
(JAGP)38,39, a correlated variational wave function that is the
ab initio realization of the RVB or Clar’s ansatz, particularly
suited to describe PAHs. After optimizing this wave func-
tion at the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) level, we are go-
ing to further project the RVB wave function to the ground
state of the system by lattice regularized diffusion Monte
Carlo (LRDMC) simulations, in the fixed-node approxima-
tion. Within the flexible JAGP ansatz, we can select different
classes of solutions, i.e. the spin triplet, CSS, OSS, and the
fully resonating valence bond with long-range singlets (full
JAGP or RVB), in order to compare their variational energies,
and infer the true ground state nature of the acenes up to nine
rings.
In Sec. II, we will detail the analytic form of the wave func-
tions and their related properties, in Sec. III we will discuss
the results, and finally in Sec. IV we will draw the conclu-
sions and perspectives.
II. METHODS
A. Wave functions
1. General form, basis set, pseudopotentials
The QMC calculations have been carried out for a first-
principles Hamiltonian with carbon core electrons replaced by
a pseudopotential. The carbon atom is described by a Hartree-
Fock (HF) energy consistent pseudopotential with scalar rel-
ativistic corrections by Burkatzki et al.40, while the Coulomb
singularity of the hydrogen electron-ion potential has been
replaced by a short-range non-diverging pseudopotential ob-
tained within the same HF energy-consistent framework41.
The HF energy-consistent pseudopotentials are particularly
suited for correlated quantum chemistry calculations.
The electron correlation in the acenes family is described
by wave functions Ψ written as product of a Jastrow factor
and a determinantal part ∆:
Ψ(r) = e−J(r) ·∆(r), (1)
where r= {r↑1, . . . ,r↑N↑ ,r
↓
1, . . . ,r
↓
N↓} is the N-electron position,
with the total number of electrons N = N↑+N↓, the sum of
the up- and down-spin components.
We are going to use three types of determinants ∆, de-
scribed below, including static electron correlations at differ-
ent levels, while the dynamic correlations are taken into ac-
3count by the Jastrow factor, whose form is kept the same for
all cases.
The Jastrow factor exponent J in Eq. 1 takes the form of
J1 + J2 + J3/4, where it is decomposed into one- (J1), two-
(J2), and three/four-body (J3/4) terms. Our Jastrow function
is spin-independent, therefore the N-electron coordinates in
its argument will be denoted as (r1, ...,rN), without specifying
the spin of the particles.
For the one-body J1 part, we use the form
J1(r1, ...,rN) =
N
∑
i
Natoms
∑
a
Nbasis
∑
µ
f aµ χ
J
a,µ(ri), (2)
where i runs over the N electron coordinates, and µ runs over
the Jastrow basis-set functions χJa,µ(r) ≡ χJa,µ(r− qa), cen-
tered on the a-th nucleus located at qa. Analogously to r, we
define the collective position of the Natoms atoms in the sys-
tem as the vector q = {q1, . . . ,qNatoms}. Nbasis is the basis set
dimension, which in general depends on each atomic site a.
The two-body J2 part reads
J2(r1, ...,rN) = ∑
1≤i< j≤N
u(|ri− r j|), (3)
where u is the radial function
u(r) =
1
2γ
(1− e−γr), (4)
with γ a positive term to be optimized. The form in Eq. 4
fulfills the Kato cusp conditions42 for unlike-spin particles,
by removing the divergence of the local energy HΨ(r)/Ψ(r)
at the electron coalescence points due to the singularity of the
electron-electron Coulomb potential.
Finally, the three- and four-body J3/4 contributions are writ-
ten as
J3/4(r1, ...,rN) =
N
∑
i, j
Natoms
∑
a,b
Nbasis
∑
µ,ν
ga,bµ,ν χJa,µ(ri)χ
J
b,ν(r j) (5)
where χJa,µ belong to the same atomic basis set as for J1.
Therefore, J3/4 correlates two electrons (i and j) under the in-
fluence of one nucleus (in case a= b) or two nuclei (if a 6= b),
giving rise to three- and four-body correlations, respectively.
In our approach, the parameters ga,bµ,ν of J3/4 are optimized by
energy minimization, like the other variational parameters in
the Jastrow and determinantal parts.
For the Jastrow atomic basis set χJ , we used linear combi-
nations of Gaussian type orbitals (GTOs). The basis set de-
pends on the atomic species. For the carbon sites, we used the
following contracted radial basis functions:
β1eZ1·r
2
+β2eZ2·r
2
for s orbitals,
β3eZ3·r
2
+β4reZ4·r
2
for p orbitals,
eZ5·r2 for d orbitals,
(6)
where βi are the contraction coefficients and Zi the Gaussian
exponents, all variational parameters fully optimized during a
QMC energy minimization. Analogously, the contracted Jas-
trow basis set for the hydrogen radial functions reads:{
β1eZ1·r
2
+β2reZ2·r
2
for s orbitals,
β3eZ3·r
2
+β4reZ4·r
2
for p orbitals.
(7)
The determinantal part ∆ ofΨ is critical for this work, since
its different forms will allow us to study the physical conse-
quences of electron correlation in the acenes. In particular,
it will tell us the nature of their ground state, as we will il-
lustrate in Sec. III. We are going to use three main forms for
∆, namely the standard Slater form, yielding a Jastrow Sin-
gle Determinant (JSD) wave function, a fully resonant AGP
form, developed over the whole set of single particle orbitals,
leading to the JAGP wave function, and an intermediate case,
containing mainly HOMO-LUMO resonances, giving rise to
a wave function dubbed as “Jastrow Double Determinant”
(JDD). These three forms will be described in the next sub-
sections.
With the conventional choice of N↑ > N↓, the general form
of ∆ is given by the antisymmetrization of the matrix φi j, as
follows:
∆(r↑1, ...,r
↑
N↑ ,r
↓
1, ...,r
↓
N↓) = det(φi j), (8)
with
φi j =
{
φ(r↑i ,r
↓
j) for j ≤ N↓,
ϕ¯ j(r↑i ) for j > N
↓.
(9)
The φ function is the geminal, which pairs opposite spin elec-
trons in a spin-singlet state. The determinant of φ in Eq. 8 is
called antisymmetrized geminal power (AGP)43–46. Spin po-
larization, if present, is given by the lone molecular orbitals
ϕ¯ j in Eq. 9, hosting unpaired electrons.
Both φ and ϕ¯ j are expansions over the atomic basis set χ .
The basis set for ∆ will be in general different than the χJ
of the Jastrow factor. The geminal is a symmetric quadratic
form, and the ϕ¯ js are linear combinations of χ , all functions
of spatial electron coordinates. They read
φ(r,r′) =∑
i, j
λi, jχi(r)χ j(r′) (10)
for the geminal, and
ϕ¯α(r) =∑
i
cαi χi(r) (11)
for the unpaired orbitals. The λi, j and cαi linear parameters are
optimized by energy minimization, with i and j running over
the basis set elements χi, centered on the nuclear coordinates
qi, analogously to χJi . For χ we chose a contracted GTOs
set, common to both the geminal and the unpaired orbitals.
It is made of (5s6p)/[3s2p] functions centered on the carbon
sites and (5s)/[2s] functions centered on the hydrogen atoms.
The QMC variational optimization scheme allows us to opti-
mize not only the linear coefficients but also the exponents of
the Gaussian functions, considerably reducing the basis size
needed to reach the basis set convergence. As well known47,
4its convergence is further speeded up by the simultaneous op-
timization of the Jastrow factor.
The rank of the geminal function in Eq. 9 sets the level of
static correlations included in ∆. If its rank is equal to N↓,
one recovers the single Slater determinant. If the rank is in-
creased, static correlation is included. When it is the maxi-
mum allowed by the atomic basis set χ , one will get the fully
resonant JAGP form. Owing to our local basis set represen-
tation, this corresponds to the RVB ansatz, with λi, j defining
the bond between orbitals ϕi and ϕ j.
The specific forms taken by ∆ in this work are detailed be-
low in an increasing order of complexity.
2. Jastrow Single Determinant (JSD)
The geminal in Eq. 12 can be written in the diagonal form
φ(r,r′) =∑
i
λiϕ¯i(r)ϕ¯i(r′), (12)
where the number of non-zero λi values is equal to the rank
of the initial λi, j matrix, and the ϕ¯i functions are molecular
orbitals (MOs), linear combinations of χ , like the unpaired
orbitals in Eq. 9. The MOs generated by using the algorithm
introduced in Refs. 48 and 49 are orthonormal, and multiplied
by the coefficient λi, which weights their contribution in the
original AGP expansion. The geminal function in Eq. 12 pro-
vides MOs that can be ordered according to |λi|. Thanks to
the geminal algebra46,50, the eigenvectors ϕ¯i of φ are the same
as the ones of the one-body reduced density matrix (1-RDM)
corresponding to the AGP ∆. Therefore, the eigenvalues λi
are directly related to the natural orbital occupations, and the
orbitals ϕ¯i that diagonalize the geminal in Eq. 12 are the AGP
natural orbitals (NOs).
By restricting the sum in Eq. 12 to the first N↓ MOs with
the largest |λi| coefficients in the φ expansion, we obtain the
following geminal function
φSD(r,r′) =
N↓
∑
i=1
λiϕ¯i(r)ϕ¯i(r′), (13)
whose determinant leads in Eq. 8 to the standard single Slater
Determinant for both singlet and spin polarized wave func-
tions. For singlet wave functions, this corresponds to keep-
ing all MOs until the HOMO (rank-N↓ geminal). The Jastrow
correlated wave function having ∆ generated in this way is our
best representative of a closed-shell singlet (CSS) form for the
acenes ground state.
On the other hand, the SD triplet state can be generated
by the same Eq. 13, by including a summation of MOs until
the HOMO-1, while HOMO and LUMO will be lone orbitals
occupied by unpaired electrons (Eq. 9).
We plot the HOMO and LUMO orbitals for the pentacene
molecule in Fig. 1, panels (a) and (b). They show a b3g and b1u
symmetry, respectively, in agreement with previous works51.
HOMOs and LUMOs exhibit the same symmetry pattern (b3g
and b1u for odd-ring chains, au and b2g for even-ring acenes)
(a) (c)
(b)
FIG. 1. Panel (a): HOMO isosurface of the pentacene molecule as
obtained by LDA calculations in a Gaussian basis set. Panel (b):
as in panel (a), but for the LUMO. Panel (c): edge orbitals in pen-
tacene obtained as symmetric and antisymmetric linear combinations
of HOMO and LUMO.
in the whole set of investigated molecules. The HOMO-
LUMO gap gets smaller as the acene length increases. This
gap reduction is closely related to the possibility of a singlet-
triplet instability, or to the occurrence of an open-shell singlet
for long-enough chains, as we mentioned in the Introduction.
3. Jastrow Double Determinant (JDD)
To address the question about whether an open-shell singlet
(OSS) becomes the ground state of long-enough acene chains,
with strong electron correlation between the long edges, we
need to define an appropriate variational ansatz for the OSS.
As apparent from Bendikov’s paper30, the open-shell orbitals
are localized on the molecular long edges. We can therefore
dub them without ambiguity as ϕ¯le f t or ϕ¯right , depending on
their left or right edge localization. Thus, the open-shell sin-
glet wave function, that does not break the spin symmetry,
must have the following form:
∆OSS(r↑,r↓) =
1√
2
(∣∣∣ϕ¯le f t(r↑)ϕ¯right(r↓)∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣ϕ¯right(r↑)ϕ¯le f t(r↓)∣∣∣) , (14)
where for the sake of clarity we omitted the other lower en-
ergy states ({ϕ¯1, . . . , ϕ¯HOMO-1}) doubly occupied. As usual,
the | · · · | indicates a Slater determinant.
In our paper, we are going to use a more general wave func-
tion than the one in Eq. 14, which will transform into the exact
OSS form in a particular limit. Our ansatz is based on a gem-
inal form, which can easily interpolate between the CSS and
OSS states. As explained in Sec. I, the physics behind the
open-shell singlet ground state stabilization is related to the
small or vanishing HOMO-LUMO gap. We expect, therefore,
that the leading contributions to static correlation will come
from the HOMO and LUMO states, which must both be in-
cluded in the variational ansatz. This is obtained by summing
the geminal expansion up to the LUMO orbital (rank-(N↓+1)
5geminal):
φDD(r,r′) =
N↓−1
∑
i=1
λiϕ¯i(r)ϕ¯i(r′)
+ λHOMOϕ¯HOMO(r)ϕ¯HOMO(r′)
+ λLUMOϕ¯LUMO(r)ϕ¯LUMO(r′), (15)
The antisymmetrization of φDD in Eq.8 generates N↓ + 1
Slater determinants, which can be grouped in three types:

|ϕ¯↑HOMOϕ¯↓HOMO
N↓−1
∏
i=1
ϕ¯↑i ϕ¯
↓
i | (type I, 1 occurrence),
|ϕ¯↑LUMOϕ¯↓LUMO
N↓−1
∏
i=1
ϕ¯↑i ϕ¯
↓
i | (type II, 1 occurrence),
|ϕ¯↑HOMOϕ¯↓HOMOϕ¯↑LUMOϕ¯↓LUMO
N↓−1
∏
i=1
i 6=k
ϕ¯↑i ϕ¯
↓
i | (type III, N↓−1 occurrences),
(16)
where in the last case, the k-th orbital is excluded from the
product of the remaining MOs. The first type is the refer-
ence state occupation, the second one is a state obtained by
a HOMO-LUMO pair excitation, the third one is made of
pair excitations to the LUMO from lower-energy orbitals. All
those configurations are weighted by the product of their re-
spective geminal expansion coefficients:
λHOMO
N↓−1
∏
i=1
λi for type I,
λLUMO
N↓−1
∏
i=1
λi for type II,
λHOMO ·λLUMO
N↓−1
∏
i=1
i 6=k
λi for type III.
(17)
In the limit of all λi values equal to 1 for
i = {1, . . . ,HOMO-1}, and the two other coefficients
|λHOMO|, |λLUMO|  1, then the prefactors weighting the type
III become negligible relative to the other two, and φDD gives
rise to a pure HOMO-LUMO resonance. In this situation, the
OSS state emerges when λHOMO = −λLUMO = ε in the limit
of small ε . Indeed, one can rewrite
ε · ϕ¯↑HOMOϕ¯↓HOMO− ε · ϕ¯↑LUMOϕ¯↓LUMO =
ε · ϕ¯↑le f t ϕ¯↓right + ε · ϕ¯↑right ϕ¯↓le f t ,
(18)
once one defines the left and right orbitals as linear combina-
tions of HOMO and LUMO, as follows:
ϕ¯le f t =
1√
2
(ϕ¯HOMO+ ϕ¯LUMO) ,
ϕ¯right =
1√
2
(ϕ¯HOMO− ϕ¯LUMO) . (19)
Owing to the spatial symmetry of the HOMO and LUMO
states, their symmetric and antisymmetric combinations lead
to states localized on the edge of the molecule. It turns out that
within this representation, ϕ¯le f t and ϕ¯right are mirror images
of each other, through the reflection with respect to the plane
containing the long axis and perpendicular to the molecule
(see Fig. 1(c)). In this limit, our ansatz reduces to the one in
Eq. 14, containing only two Slater determinants.
On the other hand, for {λi = 1}i=1,...,HOMO, and λLUMO = 0,
one trivially recovers the closed-shell single Slater determi-
nant. Thus, both CSS and OSS are included in the JDD ansatz,
which can interpolate between the two.
To optimize the previously described JSD and JDD wave
functions, the λi, j coefficients are constrained at a fixed rank
of the geminal matrix, and diagonalized at each energy mini-
mization step to get new MOs. This scheme has already been
employed in the QMC calculation of the low-lying energy
spectrum of the anthracene molecule49, and in the Ref. 52 for
the energy optimization of diradical molecules.
4. Fully resonant Jastrow Antisymmetric Geminal Power (JAGP)
According to Eq. 10, the fully resonant JAGP wave function
is obtained when the geminal is expanded in the full Hilbert
space spanned by the GTO basis set χ:
φAGP(r,r′) =∑
i, j
λi, jχi(r)χ j(r′), (20)
with λi, j expansion coefficients. In other words, the rank of
the φAGP is not limited (its upper bound is set just by the basis
set extension). Therefore, the JAGP has the largest variational
freedom among our three classes of wave functions. This
framework is the closest to the valence bond picture, where
each chemical bond is described by a set of λi, j, involving the
χi and χ j atomic orbitals. In this picture, the spatial depen-
dence of correlations in the system is transparent, because it
is directly related to the variation of λi, j as a function of inter-
nuclear distance, thanks to the localized GTO basis set. One
can always convert the JAGP into the MO picture, by diago-
nalizing the geminal φAGP. In this case, one will find a full
set of NOs, including all virtual states. Studying the behavior
6of their occupations in the JAGP quantifies the role of static
correlations in the system.
B. Technical details
We ran preliminary LDA calculations in the same GTO ba-
sis set as the one of QMC calculations (i.e. (5s6p)/[3s2p]
for carbon, and (5s)/[2s] for hydrogen), to generate the ini-
tial molecular orbitals. Both LDA and QMC calculations
have been done by running the TurboRVB suite of codes53.
We optimized the QMC wave function by using the “lin-
ear method”, which includes also partial information of the
Hessian54, in its iterative conjugate-gradient version55. The
projective LRDMC simulations56 have a lattice space of 0.25
a0, randomly oriented57, which gives converged results in the
energy differences. The geometries have been optimized at
the B3LYP functional by using the VASP code58, with plane
waves and PAW pseudopotentials. The largest supercell size
in VASP calculations is 60Å×30Å×10Å, used for nonacene
to minimize the periodic image bias. Restricted R-B3LYP cal-
culations have been carried out for both the singlet and the
triplet state. For the anthracene, whose closed-shell character
is the largest, we verified that the R-B3LYP geometry is in
good agreement with the QMC one, previously published in
Ref. 49. For the nonacene, which is affected by strong static
correlations, the geometries have further been optimized at the
VMC level59.
III. RESULTS
A. Singlet-Triplet gap
We start by studying the singlet-triplet gap as a function
of the acene length. It is a significant quantity to take into ac-
count, because it is directly related to the HOMO-LUMO gap,
and to its closure in the large acene limit. Indeed, the singlet-
triplet gap involves a HOMO-LUMO excitation, accompanied
by a spin flip. The HOMO-LUMO energy levels become de-
generate in the infinite length limit. Therefore, the system is
prone to a number of possible symmetry breakings, to gain
energy by lowering its symmetry60. One of them is the triplet
instability, predicted by Houk et al.29, for a number of fused
rings larger than 8. By carrying out B3LYP/6-31G* calcula-
tions, they found that the triplet state becomes more favorable
in energy than the singlet for chains longer than octacene, with
a remarkable bond equalization, namely the absence of bond
length alternation. Experimentally, Angliker and coworkers28
arrived to a similar conclusion already in 1982. They extrapo-
lated excitation energies available at that time until the hexac-
ene, and predicted that the nonacene would be the first poly-
acene showing a triplet spin state. The impossibility of syn-
thesizing acenes larger than 6 rings, due to their extreme reac-
tivity, prevented a direct test of these predictions on electronic
spectra of longer molecules. The possible occurrence of spin
instabilities has been claimed since the appearance of Hartree-
Fock (HF) calculations61, first done on parametrized Pariser-
Parr-Pople (PPP) - aka extended Hubbard - Hamiltonians, and
later on realistic ones62. An obvious question is whether spin
instabilities survive when higher-level theories are employed.
HF theory can provide however some deep physical insight,
suggesting the need of a bi- or multi-configurational refer-
ence. Based on these considerations, Bendikov et al.30 ex-
plored the existence of an antiferromagnetic solution, and its
stability with respect to the high-spin triplet state. Performing
spin unrestricted B3LYP/6-31G* calculations, they found that
an open-shell singlet (OSS) solution, with spin-polarized or-
bitals lying on the long zig-zag edge of the polyacenes, are al-
ways more stable than the corresponding triplet states. More-
over, at the B3LYP level, the OSS energy is even lower than
the closed-shell singlet (CSS) - i.e. the spin-restricted solution
-, for acenes larger than pentacene. This is reflected in the be-
havior of the singlet-triplet gap, reported in Fig. 2, by the raise
of the unrestricted B3LYP curve for larger sizes. Therefore,
according to Ref. 30, the triplet spin configuration is not the
true ground state of higher acenes.
FIG. 2. Adiabatic (“well-to-well”) singlet-triplet gap as a func-
tion of the number of rings in the molecule, for different theo-
ries: variational and diffusion Monte Carlo with JSD wave func-
tion (VMC-JSD and LRDMC-JSD, this work), restricted and unre-
stricted B3LYP (R-B3LYP and U-B3LYP, Ref. 30), CCSD(T) with
focal point analysis10,34, DMRG/CASCI in STO-3G minimal basis
set (DMRG, Ref. 9), the experimental gap where the zero point en-
ergy (ZPE) contribution has been subtracted (ZPE and experimental
values from Ref. 34).
These results were confirmed by an impressive amount of
subsequent works. The authors of Ref. 32 reached the same
conclusions by using a different functional (the PBE general-
ized gradient approximation) and a different basis set (plane
waves), always allowing for unrestricted (i.e. spin-polarized)
solutions. The drawback of this type of solutions is their
strong spin contamination, which increases with system size.
The resulting wave function is far from being an eigenstate
of S2. Efforts to overcome this issue have been done within
the DFT framework, in the fractional-spin (FS)33 and the
recently developed thermally-assisted-occupation (TAO)63–65
variants. When the spin symmetry is restored in FS-DFT,
the triplet state becomes lower in energy again, already for
7the octacene33. In contrast, TAO-DFT yields the singlet as
the lowest energy state. The absence of spin contamina-
tion can be checked a posteriori in TAO-DFT, by compar-
ing the unrestricted and restricted energies, which turn out
to be identical within numerical precision65. From the ex-
perimental side, new significant advances have been achieved
in last years in the synthesis of larger acenes4. Thanks to
the development of new synthetic methods6 and cryogenic
matrix-isolation techniques8, acenes as long as nonacene have
been generated7,37, even in crystalline forms36. Thus, their
structures and optical spectra are now accessible. By study-
ing the evolution of the spectral patterns with the molecu-
lar length, Tönshoff and Bettinger provided a strong experi-
mental support for the spin-singlet nature of the ground state
up to 9 rings7. Theoretical calculations of optical absorp-
tion, performed at the multireference singles-doubles con-
figuration interaction (MRSDCI) level, affordable on semi-
empirical PPP Hamiltonian, gave a further strength to the ex-
perimental conclusions66.
The unrestricted solutions point towards a multiconfigura-
tional character of the true ground state, affected by strong
static correlations. Complete active space (CAS) schemes
can naturally deal with multiconfiguration wave functions.
Unfortunately, the application of CAS approaches to the
oligoacene is hard, due to the exponentially large active space
one should include in the calculations for longer and longer
molecules. However, thanks to the unidimensional nature
of these systems, the density matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) can be very effective to accelerate the CAS evalu-
ation. DMRG/CASCI with an active space including all pi
electrons and with a minimal STO-3G basis set has been car-
ried out in Refs. 9 and 67. These multi-reference calculations
clearly gave the singlet as the true ground state, without break-
ing the spin symmetry, but with a singlet-triplet gap that is
overestimated compared to the experiment (see Fig. 2).
Not only the static correlations, but also the dynamic ones
could be important to stabilize the singlet with respect to the
triplet for large sizes. Indeed, a subtle balance between dy-
namic and static correlations has been put forward in Ref. 13,
as revealed by spin-flip methods applied to correlated refer-
ence states. In fact, single-reference coupled cluster (CC) cal-
culations, extrapolated in both basis set and theory according
to a focal point analysis, provide more accurate results when
compared with experiments10, as shown in Fig. 2. Also in this
case there is no triplet instability, as explicitly computed at the
CCSD(T)/cc-pV∞Z level of theory up to undecacene34. The
extrapolation of those data gives a vanishing singlet-triplet gap
in the infinite size limit, within an uncertainty of 1.5 kcal/mol.
This would confirm the HOMO-LUMO gap closure for the
infinite chain by single-reference correlated calculations.
Our QMC calculations based on the JSD wave func-
tion yield a singlet-triplet gap in good agreement with the
CCSD(T) values. Our results are reported in Tab. I and Fig. 2
for both variational (VMC) and lattice regularized diffusion
Monte Carlo (LRDMC) simulations. They are based on a
single-reference wave function, because the Jastrow factor
correlates a single Slater determinant. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that they agree with CCSD(T), as they describe the
n-acene JSD-VMC gap (kcal/mol) JSD-LRDMC gap (kcal/mol)
3 -50.33 (0.45) -49.33 (0.61)
4 -36.37 (0.43) -34.93 (0.83)
5 -25.78 (0.40) -23.90 (0.75)
6 -19.46 (0.61) -18.86 (0.95)
7 -14.31 (0.74) -12.82 (0.96)
8 -11.29 (0.57) -10.35 (1.22)
9 -4.19 (0.55) -3.28 (1.79)
TABLE I. Adiabatic singlet-triplet gap computed at the VMC and
LRDMC levels for JSD wave functions. The zero point energy is not
included in the “well-to-well” estimates.
same physics. However, a direct comparison between the two
theories is worth it. It reveals that our Jastrow factor is able
to successfully capture a large amount of dynamic correlation,
yielding an accuracy comparable with CCSD(T)/cc-pV∞Z al-
ready at the VMC level. In Fig. 2, one can note that the QMC
gaps fluctuate more for larger n-acenes. This could be related
to an “even-odd” alternation effect more pronounced in QMC
than in CCSD(T), combined with larger statistical fluctuations
in the total energy, due to the increasing size of the system.
FIG. 3. Spin density σ from VMC-JSD calculations of nonacene in
its triplet state. Bottom left panel: contour plot of the spin density
(the corresponding color code is in the top right box). Top left panel:
spin density projection on the long axis of the molecule. Bottom
right panel: spin density projection on the short molecular axis.
Despite not being the true ground state of the system, the
triplet wave function is very useful to analyze, in order to
probe the localization of the unpaired electrons along the two
edges of the oligoacenes. Indeed, at the leading order, the
main difference with respect to the OSS is the spin occupa-
tion of the edge-localized right and left orbitals (Fig. 1(c)),
ordered ferromagnetically in the triplet, antiferro in the OSS.
Therefore, the orbital localization can be very easily detected
in the triplet state, as it is directly given by the spin density,
which is plotted in Fig. 3 for the nonacene. We have chosen
the longest molecule in our study, because it is supposed to be
the most critical one to show strong edge localization.
As one can evince from Fig. 3, the two like-spin electrons
are localized in both longitudinal (upper panel) and transverse
8FIG. 4. C-C bond lengths of nonacene in the JSD and JDD sin-
glets and JSD triplet states, after geometry relaxation performed at
the VMC level. Left panel: bond lengths on the zig-zag frontier
along the path from a the outermost bond) to b (the closest to the
vertical symmetry axis). Right panel: rung bond lengths plotted from
the outermost vertical bond to the most central one. The position of
the bonds is visualized by red segments, vertically aligned with the
corresponding length value points.
(bottom right panel) directions. The singlet-triplet gap is re-
lated to the overlap between right and left orbitals. In the
transverse direction, the overlap between the two edge states
is very small. The electrons are mostly localized in the outer
carbon sites of the zig-zag edge, and in particular in the mid-
dle of the molecule. This electron arrangement has a strong
impact on the equilibrium geometry. To study the interplay
between electronic configuration and molecular structure, we
relaxed the geometry at the VMC level. The result is shown in
Fig. 4, where we compare the CSS relaxed geometry with the
one obtained by relaxing the triplet. The difference between
the two is striking. The periodicity of the bond length alter-
nation (BLA) in the center of the molecule is reversed, due to
the substantial weakening of the resonating bonds. This can
be explained within Clar’s theory, by the breaking of Kekulé
resonances in the central rings due to the pinning of isolated
electrons at the outer edges, and the introduction in Clar’s di-
agrams of long bonds made of weakly non-neighbor-paired
electrons68. The phenomenon is manifested also by the elon-
gation of the central rung bond. At the terminations of the
chain, the in-phase periodicity of the BLA between the sin-
glet and the triplet states is instead restored, owing to strong
boundary effects. The charge, rather than spin, localization
is the main responsible for the out-of-phase behavior of BLA
in the central rings. However, in the triplet state the localiza-
tion effects are certainly enhanced, as a consequence of the
Pauli repulsion between like-spin particles, which pulls the
edge electrons further apart. From our analysis, it turns out
that not only the electron density profile, hardly accessible by
experiments, but also the geometry is a probe of electron lo-
calization in the acenes.
In this Section we have seen that explicitly correlated the-
ories do not need to break the spin symmetry to yield singlet
energies lower than the triplet in higher acenes, in contrast
to “regular” DFT-based calculations. Dynamic correlations,
as included in CC and JSD-QMC, are enough to stabilize a
spin-singlet ground state. In the next subsection, we will find
out which spin singlet is the most likely ground state of the
oligoacenes, according to our QMC calculations.
B. Open- and closed-shell singlets
As we have mentioned in Sec. III A, the instability of
the B3LYP and PBE functionals towards a symmetry-broken
spin-unrestricted solution is the signature of a multi-reference
character of the oligoacenes ground state. This has been con-
firmed by high-level methods9,14, applied to longer acenes to
verify Bendikov’s predictions on the OSS ground state. The
possibility for the wave function to possess a multiconfig-
urational character is essential, if one wants to describe an
OSS situation. In our QMC framework, we need to go be-
yond the single-reference description of the JSD wave func-
tion, by adding static correlations. To do so, we employed
two variational wave functions: the JDD, and the JAGP/RVB
forms. The former explicitly includes HOMO-LUMO exci-
tations, while the latter is the wave function representation
of the RVB ansatz, proposed by Pauling and Wheland as the
ideal candidate to describe aromatic compounds69. On the
other hand, the single-reference JSD wave function represents
a perfect CSS state, with only dynamic correlations.
Using the JDD and RVB variational forms allows us to
study the evolution of the multi-reference character as a func-
tion of the molecular size. Indeed, the JDD wave function is
able to describe a diradical situation, with two electrons per-
fectly localized at the acene edges, one on each side (OSS in-
volving two electrons). As pointed out by many authors14, this
can be mapped into the paradigmatic case of the H2 molecule
in the dissociation limit. As it is well known, the JDD ansatz
can describe very accurately this situation39,48,52. It is also
known that by restricting the variational freedom to the lead-
ing electron excitations to the LUMO state, there is a tendency
of enhancing the diradical character. Instead of being a draw-
back, we turn it into our advantage, for we can learn much
more about the true nature of the ground state, by comparing
the JDD and RVB properties on an equal footing. The per-
fect OSS configuration with two unpaired electrons (perfect
diradical) is obtained within JDD when λHOMO = −λLUMO,
as explained in Sec. II A.
On the other hand, the JAGP/RVB wave function includes
all possible valence bond singlets, arranged in the sp2 net-
work. It is an analytically compact representation of the lin-
ear combination of all Clar’s diagrams, whose number grows
exponentially with system size. The AGP part is written in
a localized atom-centered basis set, and is developed on the
full network, by linking in a pairwise manner all sites via the
λi, j couplings (see Sec. II A). The Jastrow factor applied on
the AGP is supposed to select only those valence bond config-
urations that do not have double pz occupancies on the car-
bon atoms. Therefore, in the JAGP the Jastrow factor not
9only deals with dynamic correlations, such as the σ -pi , disper-
sive (long-range) and Coulomb hole (short-range) electron-
electron correlations, but also acts as a valence bond configu-
rations filter, by keeping the most relevant ones that enter the
Clar’s expansion. In this sense, it acts as a Gutzwiller projec-
tor. The strength of its projection is set by the wave function
optimization based on the VMC energy minimization. There-
fore, the JAGP wave function representation overcomes one
of the major issues common in CAS approaches and explicit
valence bond theories70, when applied to the PAHs. Indeed, as
the system size increases, one has to include a larger and larger
number of states in the active space, in order to keep an ade-
quate accuracy. This number becomes soon intractable, unless
one resorts to approximations15,16,71,72 or uses DMRG meth-
ods by exploiting the low dimensionality of the system9,67. In-
stead, in the JAGP/RVB ansatz, an exponentially large number
of resonating valence bond configurations is kept in a polyno-
mial L3 cost, with a set of variational parameters which grows
only as L2 with the system size L.
FIG. 5. λHOMO/|λLUMO| ratio, where λHOMO and λLUMO are
the HOMO and LUMO weights, respectively. This is plotted as a
function of the total number of rings in the corresponding n-acene
molecule. Both JDD and RVB values are reported. The open-shell-
singlet limit (dashed line) corresponds to λHOMO = −λLUMO. The
JDD values are interpolated by the function f (n) = 1+α exp(−βn),
with α = 17 and β = 0.214 best fitting parameters (dotted-dashed
line).
In Fig. 5, we plot the λHOMO/|λLUMO| ratio, using the op-
timal parameters after the JDD and RVB energy minimiza-
tions. In the JDD wave function, the λHOMO and λLUMO -
the HOMO and LUMO weights - are direct variational pa-
rameters. In the JAGP/RVB ansatz, the highest occupied nat-
ural orbital (HONO) and lowest unoccupied natural orbital
(LUNO), together with their respective weights, λHONO and
λLUNO, are obtained from the geminal diagonalization. Then,
the λHONO/|λLUNO| ratio of the RVB wave function is also
plotted in Fig. 5. It is apparent that for both JDD and RVB
wave functions the ratio decreases as the acene size increases,
signaling a stronger multi-radical character for higher acenes.
This is in common with many other correlated methods. How-
ever, the difference between the JDD and RVB wave functions
is striking as far as the magnitude of their ratios is concerned.
Indeed, while the JDD ratio extrapolates to 1 (perfect diradi-
cal condition) for n-acenes with n > 14, the RVB ratio is from
3 to 5 times larger in the n ∈ [3,9] range. Moreover, it is dif-
ficult to make any extrapolation out of the RVB ratio, as the
corresponding values are quite noisy and very far from the di-
radical condition. Up to 9 rings - the largest size investigated
in this work -, the RVB electronic structure has a much weaker
diradical OSS character, compared to JDD.
FIG. 6. Energy gain of the JDD and RVB singlets with respect to
the best single-reference JSD closed-shell singlet, computed at both
VMC (panel (a)) and LRDMC (panel (b)) levels, for the n-acenes. It
is a measure of the size of static correlation effects on the molecular
energetics. Only for the 9-acene, the geometry has been relaxed at the
VMC level. For the other molecules, we used the R-B3LYP geome-
try of the singlet for the JSD calculations, and the B3LYP geometry
of the triplet for the JDD and RVB wave functions. The dashed lines
are the energy gain averaged over n ∈ [3,9].
In order to determine which is the closest wave function
to the true ground state of the oligoacenes, we can rely upon
the variational principle and compare the variational energies.
We compute the energetics of the JSD, JDD and RVB states
at both VMC and LRDMC levels. The results as a function
of the molecular size are shown in Fig. 6. We see that both
JDD and RVB energies are lower than the JSD-CSS reference,
and the RVB wave function is systematically better than the
JDD at the VMC level. The same hierarchy is confirmed by
the most accurate LRDMC method. The energy gain with
respect to the CSS solution is sizable, and it seems to depend
very weakly on the number of rings, being on average 2 and 5
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kcal/mol lower than the JSD reference for the JDD and RVB
states, respectively.
From this analysis, we can conclude that the RVB wave
function is a better representation of the acenes GS than the
JDD one. From our finding, it is clear that the emergent pic-
ture is a highly-correlated multi-reference GS, where how-
ever the diradical OSS character is significantly weakened, al-
though always present in this class of systems for large enough
sizes. In the next Section, we will provide a direct compari-
son with previous literature and a deeper characterization of
the GS physical properties.
We conclude this section on the energetics, by noting that
if one defines the condensation energy εcond as the difference
between the JSD and RVB energies, it seems that εcond scales
very weakly with the system size. This would imply a van-
ishing condensation energy per particle in the thermodynamic
limit, and thus the absence of any superconducting instability
in wires made of zig-zag carbon chains. This is an interest-
ing outcome, as the possible stabilization of a superconduct-
ing state has already been proposed in the acenes73. In that
proposal, the superconductivity was phonon-driven, namely
triggered by structural distortions and vibrations of the chain.
Here, based on our data, we would exclude superconductivity
coming from a purely electronic mechanism. This statement
must however be confirmed by calculations of larger acenes,
in order to have a more precise information on the scaling of
εcond with respect to the length of the chain.
C. Ground state properties
To compare quantitatively our results with previously pub-
lished work, in Fig. 7 we plot one of the key features to char-
acterize the GS properties, namely the HONO-LUNO occupa-
tion gap as a function of the acene size. This is a crucial quan-
tity in order to probe the degree of diradicality of the molecule.
A perfect diradical species will have zero gap, while the ten-
dency to diradicality in the large-size limit is signaled by the
reduction of the HONO-LUNO occupation gap as the total
rings number n increases.
The HONO-LUNO occupation gap is reported in Fig. 7 for
various methods. All of them agree qualitatively on the ten-
dency to diradicality for higher acenes. The difference is in
the magnitude of this effect. The actual spread among the
published methods is remarkable, and increases with the sys-
tem size. This tells how difficult is to have an accurate quan-
titative description of the GS of higher oligoacenes. A partial
and limited source of difference could come from variations
in the definition of the actual plotted quantity, or from differ-
ences in the actual system. For instance, the CASSCF calcu-
lations of Ref. 16 are for cyclacenes, namely the closed chain
version of the oligoacenes. However, the properties of cy-
clacenes should tend to those of oligoacenes for large enough
size. For the particle-particle RPA (ppRPA) calculations14,
the plotted quantity is the weight of the MO dominant con-
figuration in the RPA expansion. For the thermally-assisted-
occupation B3LYP (TAO-B3LYP) approach35, the reported
thermally populated occupations should tend to the natural
FIG. 7. HONO-LUNO occupation gap for various methods appeared
in literature, plotted together with our JDD (blue points) and RVB
(red points) results. We show the values taken from the DMRG9,
the particle-particle random phase approximation (pp-RPA, Ref. 14),
the spin-projected unrestricted Hartree-Fock (SUHF, Ref. 12), the
two-electron reduced-density-matrix-driven complete active space
self-consistent field method (2elRDM, Ref. 15), the complete ac-
tive space self-consistent approach with Hückel-based selection
scheme applied to cyclacenes (CASSCF, Ref. 16), the thermally-
assisted-occupation B3LYP (TAO-DFT, Ref. 35), the coupled-cluster
valence-bond singles and doubles theory restricted to the pi valence
(CASVB-SD, Ref. 17), and the one extended to the full valence space
(CASVB-SD all valence, Ref. 17). The dashed lines are extrapo-
lations of our QMC-based data for JDD and RVB wave functions
computed in the n ∈ [3,9] range. The HONO-LUNO occupation gap
closure, found in the extrapolated JDD solution for n ≥ 14, is com-
patible with the behavior of the λHOMO/|λLUMO| ratio, plotted in
Fig. 5.
orbitals ones by virtue of the chosen effective temperature.
For our QMC calculations, we compute the occupations of
the NO representation of the determinantal part, which strictly
speaking are not the natural occupations of the full wave func-
tion. However, it is the determinant which bears the multi-
reference character of diradicality, so we do not expect ma-
jor differences from the Jastrow factor, which mainly takes
into account dynamic correlations. Except for these caveats,
the quantities in Fig. 7 should be one-to-one comparable, be-
cause they all agree on the following key feature: for a per-
fect diradical, they all must give a vanishing gap. From this
comparison, one can note a common trend. Hartree-Fock
has the tendency to overestimate the diradicality, even when
the proper symmetry has been restored, such as in the spin-
projected unrestricted Hartree-Fock (SUHF) variant12. The
TAO-DFT, built on the B3LYP functional, seems to follow an
HF-like trend, giving a fast decay of the gap with the num-
ber of rings. The slowest decay, corresponding to the least
pronounced diradical character, is found for theories able to
include a large amount of dynamic correlation, such as the
RPA and the CASVB-SD approach, which correlates not only
the pi-space but the full set of valence electrons (CASVB-SD
all valence)17. Our JDD-based QMC result is very much in
agreement with RPA, yielding the same behavior of the gap
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Our QMC result based on the best variational wave func-
tion, i.e. the RVB ansatz, gives an even slower decay than
JDD and RPA. By including more resonances in the system,
the tendency towards diradicality is strongly reduced. Appar-
ently, a full treatment of correlations acts against an open-shell
singlet instability. As mentioned before, this conclusion is
drawn from the study of the determinant coefficients, which
are optimized together with the Jastrow factor, to minimize
the variational energy of the wave function. To better under-
stand this behavior, let us analyze other descriptors, that take
into account the combined action of dynamic and static con-
tributions of the fully correlated wave function.
FIG. 8. Spin-spin correlation functions 〈σˆ izσˆ jz 〉rung, where i and
j belong to rungs involving the most external carbon sites of the
nonacene molecule. The corresponding ring is reported in the x axis.
We plot the spin-spin correlations for the JSD-CSS (violet open cir-
cles), JDD-OSS (green filled circles), and RVB (light-blue filled tri-
angles) states.
A quantity directly related to the presence of the spin-
polarized edge states is the spin-spin correlation function
〈σˆ izσˆ jz 〉rung between opposite-edge carbon sites i and j. The σˆ iz
operator counts the electrons belonging to the site i, weighted
by their sz spin value. The “site” i is defined as the cylin-
der of radius 1.3a0, whose axis is vertical with respect to the
molecular plane and passing through a carbon center qi. In
order to keep the pz electrons alone within this region, we
exclude from the cylinders a 2.4a0 thick layer containing the
molecular plane in the middle. In this way, the “in-plane” sp2
electrons do not contribute to the “site” correlators. A per-
fect diradicality involves the localization of pz electrons into
spin-polarized edge states, with an antiferromagnetic correla-
tion between the right and the left edges. Thus, the strength
of this correlation is directly related to the diradical charac-
ter. The result of the spin-spin correlation analysis for the
nonacene molecule is plotted in Fig. 8. All three wave func-
tions give a non-negligible antiferromagnetic correlation be-
tween the most external rung sites. This increases by going
from the external ring to the central one. However, there is a
notable difference between the JSD, JDD, and RVB spin-spin
correlations in the central ring, where the electron localiza-
tion is supposed to be the strongest, as revealed by the spin
density plotted in Fig. 3 for the triplet state. Indeed, there is
a well-defined hierarchy among the three variational models,
with the JDD clearly showing the strongest antiferromagnetic
correlation. The JSD and RVB are significantly weaker than
JDD, with the RVB state being slightly more antiferromag-
netic than the JSD. This is in accordance with the HONO-
LUNO analysis done before for the determinant only. The
JDD has the strongest diradical character, which is weakened
when the RVB correlations are included.
FIG. 9. Same notations as in Fig. 4, this time for the three singlet
states of nonacene taken into account in our work, namely the JSD,
JDD and JAGP (RVB) wave functions. All geometries are optimized
at the VMC level.
To further strengthen our outcome, it is interesting to look
at the equilibrium geometries, relaxed at the VMC level for
each variational wave function. Indeed, as we have argued
in Sec. III A, the bond alternation can reveal the localization
properties of the frontier electrons. As we have already men-
tioned, we expect that in the open-shell limit, the unpaired
electrons will be localized at the edge of the molecules, in the
same way as the unpaired electrons are localized in the triplet
state. In Fig. 9, we plot the JSD, JDD, and JAGP/RPA ge-
ometries, with the same notations as the ones used in Fig. 4.
The JSD has been initiated from the corresponding R-B3LYP
geometry of the singlet, while the JDD and JAGP geometries
have been started from the triplet. The QMC relaxed geometry
of the JAGP state drifts towards the closed-shell JSD equilib-
rium geometry, while the JDD geometry shows an intermedi-
ate behavior between the triplet and the JSD one, as plotted
in Fig. 4, reflecting a partial localization of the unpaired elec-
trons on its edges. This confirms that the JAGP wave func-
tion, although it includes a multiconfigurational character, is
not prone to edge localization, nor to an open-shell arrange-
ment of its electrons, at least up to 9 rings. The geometry dif-
ference, and particularly the difference on the BLA, between
the edge-localized (OSS and triplet) and more closed-shells
electrons has already been found in Refs. 32 and 74, with the
diradical/polyradical states showing a significant BLA reduc-
tion, or a bond length equalization. This strong interplay be-
tween electronic structure and geometrical properties found in
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oligoacenes is very interesting. It is related with the tendency
of the infinite-chain system to open the HOMO-LUMO gap
by gaining internal energy, and with the quest of the most ef-
fective way to open such a gap. One of these ways is the stabi-
lization of the edge-localized antiferromagnetic order implied
by the OSS, the other way is to open a gap by breaking the spa-
tial symmetry of the benzenoid ring, such as the appearance
of a sizable BLA. Our QMC geometries and spin-spin corre-
lation functions suggest that there is a tight competition be-
tween these two phenomena. The JAGP wave function points
at the latter scenario, while the JDD wave function at the for-
mer. As we know from their variational energies, the winner
is the JAGP wave function over the JDD one. More generally
speaking, this result shows the importance of optimizing the
geometry in the QMC correlated framework.
We argued that the geometry variation between RVB, JDD,
and triplet wave functions is so strong because of the di-
rect consequences of electron localization in destabilizing the
Kekulé resonances, which instead have the tendency to delo-
calize the electrons around the benzenoid ring. In order to be
more quantitative in this respect, we computed the harmonic
oscillator measure of aromaticity (HOMA) index75, defined
as
HOMA = 1− α
6
6
∑
i
(di−Ropt)2, (21)
with di the length of the i-th C-C bond in the benzenoid
ring, and α and Ropt parameters. We used α = 257.7 and
Ropt = 1.388, calibrated on the aromaticity level appropriate
for our system76. The unitary value corresponds to the ideal
case of full resonance. The HOMA indices are plotted in
Fig. 10(a) for our 4 wave functions, as a function of the ring
positions in the nonacene molecule. Surprisingly, the BLA
along the zig-zag bonds of the oligoacenes does not neces-
sarily imply the weakest aromaticity index. In fact, the JDD-
OSS, which shows a bond equalization in the central rings, has
a weaker aromaticity than JSD and JAGP, exactly for the same
rings. This is even more apparent for the triplet state, which
has electrons sharply localized at the edges, as we have seen
in Sec. III A. Indeed, a key role is played by the central rung
bond, which is elongated in the case of stronger diradicality,
as drawn in the right panel of Figs. 4, because the diradical
pair is responsible for a weaker non-neighbor bond of Dewar
type crossing the central ring. Moreover, both JDD-OSS and
triplet states share the same HOMA behavior as a function
of the ring position. They have a reduced aromaticity in the
central ring, where the Kekulé resonances are fragilized by
the electron localization. This is a clearcut signature that the
JDD-OSS state follows the same physics as the triplet state,
as far as the electron localization is concerned. Moreover, this
is in contrast with the behavior of JSD and JAGP geometries,
which have instead an increased aromaticity in the center of
the molecule, signature of more delocalized electrons, as re-
flected by a weaker diradical character. This relation between
aromaticity and diradicality has already been found in Ref. 77,
calculated on relaxed R-B3LYP and U-B3LYP geometries,
where the OSS was a spin-contaminated symmetry-broken so-
lution. Our analysis strengthens the previous outcome, as it
is based on explicitly correlated non spin-contaminated wave
functions. The main finding here is that the RVB, our best
and most correlated wave function, behaves much more as a
CSS. The HOMA index descriptor confirms therefore that by
including a full set of RVB resonances in the JAGP wave func-
tion, a stronger aromaticity is recovered in the central ring,
with less diradical character. The full treatment of dynamic
and static correlations acts against a diradical instability.
The HOMA is an aromatic index based on geometric con-
siderations. Nevertheless, the aromaticity level is sensitive to
the quantity used to probe it78–80. Indeed, aromaticity by it-
self is not a direct observable. For this reason, it is useful
to double check the outcome of the HOMA index by means
of a complementary probe. Possibly, we would also like to
quantify the aromaticity at the electronic level. With this aim,
we exploit the picture provided by the AGP wave function.
Indeed, the λi, j matrix of the geminal φ expanded in the min-
imal basis set, yields directly the valence bond strength be-
tween the sites i and j. It is clear that in the case of a perfect
resonance (full aromaticity), all VB amplitudes around a ring
will be equal, while in the case of a dimerized structure (zero
aromaticity), they will strongly alternate, vanishing where the
covalent bond is absent. Thus, we introduce a new descriptor
that reveals these properties, dubbed as “geminal measure of
aromaticity” (GMA). It is defined as follows:
GMA =
〈λ˜iλ˜i+1〉
〈λ˜ 〉2 ,
with 〈λ˜ 〉= 1
6
6
∑
i
λ˜i,
and 〈λ˜iλ˜i+1〉= 16
6
∑
i
λ˜iλ˜i+1, (22)
where i is the bond index running over a given benzenoid ring
in a spatial-sequential order, and λ˜i = |λl,m| is the absolute
value of the valence bond strength between sites l and m, in-
dexed by i. Only λl,m connecting pz orbitals are taken into
account in Eq. 22. It is easy to show that 0≤ GMA≤ 1, with
GMA= 0 for a “perfectly dimerized” structure, and GMA= 1
for a “perfect” aromatic structure. To get φ in the minimal ba-
sis set, we project the AGP function fully optimized in the
extended JAGP framework onto the minimal basis, optimally
contracted by means of the geminal embedding scheme81.
The resulting GMA index is plotted in Fig. 10(b). The GMA
is in qualitative agreement with the HOMA. The aromaticity
increases for both the RVB and JSD wave functions, as in the
HOMA, while the JDD follows qualitatively the behavior of
the triplet wave function, with a minimum of aromaticity in
the fourth ring (it is the central 5-th ring in the HOMA), and a
maximum located as in the HOMA.
As in the case of the HONO-LUNO gap analysis, the GMA
in Eq. 22 involves only the AGP λl,m matrix. One would like
to explicitly include the effect of the Jastrow factor in the aro-
maticity measure. To do so, one has to evaluate the valence
bond strength λ˜i for the correlated wave function. A natural
extension of the λ˜i definition is based on the fact that the va-
lence bonds are made of singlets, therefore their strength is
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FIG. 10. Panel (a): HOMA aromaticity index (Eq. 21) calculated for each fused ring in the nonacene molecule, based on the relaxed geometry
of the JSD-CSS, JDD-OSS, RVB, and triplet wave functions. The ring index goes from the outermost ring (1) to the central one (5), following
the same order as the one used to plot the bond lengths of Figs. 4 and 9. Panel (b): geminal measure of aromaticity (GMA), as defined in
Eq. 22), with the same notations as in panel (a). Panel (c): same as panel (b), but for the correlated geminal measure of aromaticity (GMAcorr).
given by the dimer correlation between two singly-occupied
sites. One can thus write λ˜i = −〈σˆ lz σˆmz 〉, where the defini-
tion of “site” has been provided before. We will call GMAcorr
the resulting measure of aromaticity, which is plotted in Fig.
10(c) for our three nonacene spin-singlet states. It is appar-
ent that the full inclusion of correlation in the GMAcorr does
not change the qualitative behavior already provided by both
HOMA and GMA, with the main feature being the reduction
(increase) of aromaticity for the JDD (JSD/JAGP) wave func-
tions when approaching the central ring. However, the explicit
inclusion of the Jastrow factor in the VB strength estimates
brings the JSD and RVB aromaticities close to each other, as
in the HOMA, while in the simpler GMA the aromaticity of
the RVB wave function turns out to be always higher. This
points to the importance of the interplay between the Jastrow
and the AGP part in setting the ultimate properties of the sys-
tem, as highlighted for instance in Refs. 82–84.
The HOMA, GMA, and GMAcorr are “local” probes, as
they depend on the nearest-neighbors only. We conclude this
section with an analysis on the long-range properties of the
valence bonds strength in the oligoacenes. As usual, we take
the nonacene as our favorite test case. The minimal-basis λi, j
are shown in a log-log plot in Fig. 11(a), as a function of the
Ci-C j intersite distance d of the corresponding valence bond.
The decay of the in-plane σ bonds is exponential, while the pi
bonds are much more slowly decaying, in a way that is com-
patible with a 1/dα power-law behavior with exponent α ≈ 2.
The long-range nature of the pi bonds reveals that a highly
entangled ground state can be formed, once all resonances are
taken into account. This goes beyond the “classical” picture of
the Kekulé diagrams, where only the nearest-neighbor config-
urations are usually drawn. Having φ the same eigenvectors as
the AGP one-body reduced density matrix (1-RDM), it shares
with it also its spatial decay. It is well known that the 1-RDM
localization is related to the conductivity of the system85,86.
The 1/d2 behavior found in Fig. 11(a) is a signature of a
metallic or quasi-metallic character87. Indeed, the Jastrow
function J decays as 1/dβ with β ≥ 1, thus at large distance it
is not sufficiently strong to freeze the holons-doublons charge
fluctuations allowed by the AGP part88,89, and open a charge
gap. If this behavior is preserved in the infinite-chain limit,
the polyacene will clearly be a metal.
The quasi-metallic properties are also confirmed by the
QMC calculation of the charge-charge correlation function
〈nˆinˆ j〉 − 〈nˆi〉〈nˆ j〉 between sites i and j, where the site defi-
nition is the same as in the spin-spin correlation function, in-
troduced previously in the paper. The operator nˆi counts the
number of electrons falling in the site i. These charge-charge
correlations are computed for the JAGP wave function, and
plotted as a function of the intersite distance in Fig. 11(b). As
expected from the above analysis, we find the same decay as
the one of the AGP lambda matrix, namely a power-law be-
havior with exponent close to 2. This decay is compatible with
a metallic character for quasi-1D systems90,91. A similar anal-
ysis can be carried out for the spin-spin correlation functions.
In the same way, one can show that their long-range decay is
a power law with exponent ≈ 2. Thus, also the spin spectrum
will be gapless in the the infinite-chain limit.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we have studied the ground state properties of
the n-acenes, with n ∈ [3,9]. By means of QMC techniques,
we have employed a variational JAGP wave function that is
the first-principles representation of the RVB ansatz, the ideal
many-body framework to study polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons. Resolving the ground state of oligoacenes is a very
challenging task, due to the strongly correlated nature of these
one-dimensional (1D) systems. A precise description of both
static and dynamic correlation effects is needed to meet that
goal. A large variety of quantum chemistry methods has been
used to tackle this problem, with results that agree only qual-
itatively on the multi-reference character of the ground state
and on its polyradical nature, which increases with the system
size. Our RVB wave function includes all necessary ingredi-
ents to successfully capture the elusive nature of this ground
state. Supplementing the fully optimized variational JAGP
wave function with the projective lattice regularized diffusion
Monte Carlo method, highly accurate results can be obtained
for this class of systems.
Our results are in contrast with the common belief, based
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FIG. 11. Panel (a): log-log plot of the λi, j geminal coefficients link-
ing the atomic orbitals of i and j carbon sites, as a function of the
Ci-C j intersite distance d. The λi, j coefficients are obtained by pro-
jecting the fully optimized RVB wave function into a minimal basis
set. The pi branch connecting pz orbitals, and the σ one, involv-
ing the sp2 hybridized orbitals, are clearly separated, owing to their
very different decay with the C-C distance (power law versus expo-
nential). The dashed line is the power-law decay 1/dα with expo-
nent α = 2. Panel (b): log-log plot of the charge-charge correlation
function 〈nˆinˆ j〉− 〈nˆi〉〈nˆ j〉 computed for the many-body RVB wave
function. From the definition of “site” which enters the many-body
correlator (see text), only the pi electrons are involved in the mea-
sured charge fluctuations. The dashed line is a least-square fitting of
the function δ/dγ . The best fit is found for γ = 1.9±0.3.
on previous data published in literature, that n-acenes are
strongly diradical already for n = 6. We found instead that
the RVB ground state has a weak diradical character at least
until n= 9, the largest size we have explored. This is revealed
by a number of descriptors, such as the λHONO/λLUNO ratio,
the spin-spin correlation functions between the two edges, the
BLA, and finally the aromatic HOMA and GMA indices. This
outcome is substantiated by a direct comparison with another
wave function ansatz, the JDD, tailored to describe a perfect
diradical. The JDD wave function shows, indeed, a much
stronger diradical character, comparable to what found very
recently in pp-RPA, and CASVB-SD calculations. It turns out
that the RVB variational energy is systematically lower than
the JDD one, at both VMC and LRDMC levels, and there-
fore closer to the true GS of the system. This suggests that a
complete treatment of dynamic and static correlations is detri-
mental to a diradical instability in this class of systems. In
any case, the RVB results agree with the common trend of
an increased diradicality as a function of the acene length,
although with a small slope. This is due to the entangled
multi-reference nature of the RVB wave function, which al-
lows for the resonance of an exponentially growing valence
bond states. The importance of the valence bonds resonance
is highlighted by the long spatial range of the λi, j couplings,
which disproves the validity of short-range RVB models. The
absence of a diradical instability, and the associated lack of
spin-polarized zig-zag borders antiferromagnetically ordered,
is in agreement with the behavior expected from enhanced
quantum fluctuations in 1D systems92,93. It is also in agree-
ment with the conclusions of Deleuze and coworkers, who
showed, based on mathematical arguments, that the ground
state of this class of systems cannot have symmetry-broken
spin-polarized edges94,95. This property is robust against rel-
ativistic spin-orbit effects96.
An interesting perspective of this work is to study whether
that situation persists in a quasi-1D regime, namely in wider
graphene nanoribbons. Although antiferromagnetic edge cor-
relations have been found in DFT calculations of graphene
nanoribbons, it is not clear whether RVB correlations will be
strong enough to melt the spin order or to prevent electron
edge-localization, even for widths larger than a single ring.
QMC is certainly a very suitable technique to address these
questions on wider ribbons as well. This could be an interest-
ing follow-up of the present study.
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